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Introduction
Or: so you want to be dysfunctional

Cashier: How are you?
Customer: Do you want the honest answer?
Cashier: Yes.
Customer: I feel like the business end of a donkey. I am extremely 
hungover and did a mountain of cocaine last night. Now I have to 
make dinner for a 68-year-old gay artist who is trying to fuck me.
Cashier: I’m... sorry.
Customer: And the woman I love is in another state pregnant with her 
ex-boyfriend’s baby, and I wish the baby was mine. And I’m sleeping 
with a dominatrix. And it’s all true.

-From “Overheard in New York”

 Do you like stories about happy, functional, well-adjusted people who fall in 
love with the right people, say the right things, and live happily ever after? 

 If so, this is defi nitely not the game for you.

It’s Complicated is a roleplaying game about personality quirks, secrets both 
dark and embarrassing-- but most of all, it’s about convoluted, messy, compelling, 
and occasionally one-sided relationships. This game is designed to facilitate play in 
the style of movies like The Royal Tenenbaums, and television shows like Ugly Betty 
and Pushing Daisies. 

 There’s no setting attached here, so if you want to play a game about modern-
day assassins who are on strike, you can do that. Or maybe you want dysfunctional 
elves working in a toy factory instead-- or perhaps you’d like to play retired 
superheroes reminiscing about the glory days! You can do all of that. Whatever the 
premise of your game is, it will be about quirky, unique people and how they relate to 
each other in dramatic, fun, and complicated ways.



Getting Started
Or: how to make a mess

Since this game doesn’t come with an attached setting, you get to decide 
what kind of environment your characters will live and interact in. There are three 
things the group should agree on:

Setting - Where your characters are, the physical place and 
the time period. You can be on an alien planet a thousand years in 
the future, or in ancient Rome, or current-day Akron, Ohio. Fantasy 
settings and made-up lands work well too; just make sure everyone is 
on the same page.

Realism - due to the way Oddities work (outlined later in this 
section), it is easy to introduce a fantastic or supernatural element 
into your game-- if you want to. It’s important for the players to 
discuss just how odd they want things to get!

Situation - What’s going on with the characters-- what’s 
bringing them together? It can be a shared experience or an actual 
event; something that provides all the characters a context for 
interaction. It’s the subject of a plot, but without the ideas of how it 
will end, or any pre-determined dramatic twists.

 Then, as a group, decide how everyone knows each other– whether you’re 
a family, a workgroup, a close circle of friends, or something else entirely. Think 
about the things which bring a character to life– name, personal history, general 
personality. Then, it’s time to get out the game board!



Character Creation
Or: picking your poison

There are two stats in this game, as demonstrated on the game board: 
Oddties and Dysfunctions. Dysfunctions are the squares along the top of the board, 
and Oddities are the diamonds along the bottom. The relationship between these 
two traits is as follows: “Due to [Oddity], I [Dysfunction].”

Oddities are the deep-seated secrets, skeletons in the closet, and hidden 
abilities or traumas that the characters keep from the world. Since Oddities are 
the things which make someone different on a fundamental level, in less reality-
based gaming, they can be supernatural or fantastic in nature if you desire. These 
are the kinds of things someone would usually keep to themselves, unless they 
feel particularly close to or trusting of someone else; or else, the sort of thing that 
accidentally slips out at inopportune moments. 

 Example Oddities include: secretly collects creepy marionettes, recovering 
alcoholic, practices voodoo, turns straw into gold, inferiority complex, hyperacute 
sense of smell, can bring people back from the dead for short periods of time, 
schizophrenia, pathological lying, sometimes accidentally levitates.

Dysfunctions are social issues– things which create problems or friction 
within interpersonal interactions– which spring out of your Oddities. As a result, 
Dysfunctions are personality quirks which act as an outward expression of an 
inward issue. Using the Oddity examples above, we can come up with appropriate 
Dysfunctions:

Due to [all my creepy puppets], I [don’t let friends into my home].
Due to [being a recovering alcoholic], I [am a control freak].
Due to [practicing voodoo], I am [really superstitious].
Due to [turning straw into gold], I [am poor with my fi nances].
Due to [my inferiority complex], I [project a lot of arrogance].
Due to [a hyperacute sense of smell], I [stand far away from people].
Due to [being capable of brief resurrection], I [fear intimacy].
Due to [schizophrenia], I [can’t trust my own judgement].
Due to [lying pathologically], I [only speak in vague terms].
Due to [accidental levitation], I [always hold on to something].



Playing the game
Or: relationship Twister

Play begins with every person choosing a color to represent their character. 
Make sure the colors are easy to differentiate! If you’re having trouble remembering 
who is which color, you can always write your character names in the appropriate 
color on the gameboard, for reference.

 The fi rst round of play consists of every player revealing a trait about their 
character and placing it on the game board. Most games work best with everyone 
deciding on their Dysfunction fi rst; however, if this is a superhero-styled game or 
something similar, you may start with revealing Oddities instead. 

 Decide the order of play however you see fi t; keep in mind, however, that the 
person who places their trait fi rst is actually goes last, once play begins in earnest. 
It is important that the order of play is recorded and maintained for future sessions: 
the person who went last in the previous session now goes fi rst, the person who went 
fi rst now goes second, the second goes third, and so on.

 Have each person declare their trait to the players. When each trait is revealed, 
the player chooses which of the numbered boxes to place their trait in. Each box is 
divided in quarters; with the color you’ve chosen, fi ll in one of the quadrants, then 
record the trait on the corresponding line in the left column. Repeat until everyone 
has done so.



 Once everyone has placed their initial trait, the fi rst person chooses and 
places a complimentary trait.

● If the fi rst trait placed was a Dysfunction, the next trait placed will 
be an Oddity.

● If the fi rst trait placed was an Oddity, the next trait placed will be a 
Dysfunction.

 Remember, a Dysfunction is an external quirk caused by an internal issue, 
and an Oddity is an internal issue which causes an external quirk. When choosing 
connected traits, be certain to  ensure that the Oddity and Dysfunction make sense 
together. Ask yourself, How would this cause my character to behave in that way?How would this cause my character to behave in that way?H

 Once you decide on the second trait, draw a line between the Oddity and the 
Dysfunction to demonstrate the relationship between them.



Then it’s the next person’s turn to place and declare their second trait. However, this 
trait has to be placed in one of two ways:

 Touching a character (shown left) means that you share an Oddity or  Touching a character (shown left) means that you share an Oddity or  Touching
Dysfunction with another character. Do this by fi lling in one of the non-occupied 
quadrants of an already-occupied box. By touching someone, you relate to them 
through your common experience.

Crossing a character (shown right) means that you must declare that your Crossing a character (shown right) means that you must declare that your Crossing
character has a relationship with the character whose line you crossed. However, a 
character can only declare their side of said relationship! You cannot say or imply 
how the other character feels. (See more about this in “Declaring Relationships”)

Once there is a relationship established by Touching or Crossing, play can 
begin. The fi rst scene belongs to the player declaring the relationship; the “fi rst” 
player actually gets the last scene of the round. Since it is the green player’s turn, 
the fi rst scene will revolve around revealing her character’s issues-- her Oddity, her 
Dysfunction, and how she relates to the blue character.  As a result, the green player 
calls the shots for the scene; everyone else in the scene helps reveal the information.

When it’s not your turn

 When you are not the owner of a scene, you can’t declare or reveal a 
relationship with another character-- not defi nitively. Feel free to be liberal with 
innuendo: hint or fl irt or seethe or act uncomfortably, whatever makes sense for 
the relationship you will eventually declare. But do not overtly state, through word 
or action, what that relationship is. Think about your favorite books, television 
shows, and movies, and the way relationship tension builds before anything is 
really revealed.



 Now that there is a relationship established-- in this case, by Crossing-- play 
can begin. The fi rst scene belongs to the player declaring the relationship; the “fi rst” 
player actually gets the last scene of the round. Since it is the green player’s turn, 
the fi rst scene will revolve around revealing her character’s issues-- her Oddity, her 
Dysfunction, and how she relates to the blue character.  As a result, the green player 
calls the shots for the scene; everyone else in the scene helps reveal the information.

The person owning the scene decides which characters will be in the 
scene, where the scene will take place, and why the characters are together. The 
only character allowed to make defi nitive revelations about their personality and 
relationships is the character owning the scene; therefore, scenes work best without 
any extraneous characters. Otherwise, the characters not important to the revelation
will have nothing to do! Initially, scenes tend to be short, so no one has to play 
audience for very long.

 There are a bunch of different ways to present the information that gets 
revealed in a scene. Here are a couple brief tips:

● It’s not always necessary to have everyone a character is declaring 
a relationship with in a scene. A character can always mention or 
demonstrate how they feel about a character to someone else!

● Other players can and should maneuver themselves into positions 
which make it easier for the revelations in each scene to happen. 



 As the game progresses, it becomes likely that you will cross more than one 
character in a single move. That’s part of the fun! The trick then becomes fi guring 
out how best to declare multiple relationships in a single scene. This is when help 
from other scene members really comes in handy.  For something like this, where 
you’re crossing two characters, here are some ideas:

● Yellow declares a crush on Green and a dislike of Blue: a two-player 
scene where Green (who declared a relationship with Blue last turn) 
and Yellow gossip about Blue, and Yellow mentions not being able to 
stand Blue. Yellow fl irts with Green a little, and leans in for a kiss... 
Which is interrupted by another character walking in.

● Yellow declares that Green is his long-lost identical twin, and that 
he can trust Blue: he confi des in Blue by revealing his secret regarding 
Green.

● Yellow declares that he is envious of Green and disappointed in 
Blue: he spends the scene berating Blue, asking him why he can’t be 
more like Green.

● Yellow declares he is in love with both Green and Blue: he goes out 
with Red for a beer, and spends the scene debating Green and Blue’s 
virtues and fl aws.



 Of course, it’s always quite possible to have a scene where you’re defi ning 
two different types of relationships-- both Crossing and Touching. Since Touching 
simply means discovering that you have something in common with someone, and 
bonding (or distancing yourselves) due to this commonality, it’s best to make sure 
that at least the two characters that are Touching are in the scene. This kind of scene 
may seem trickier on the surface, but it’s not. Here are a couple examples:

● Red declares a mistrust of Blue: Blue kidnaps Red and Yellow. 
After Red’s tiriade about how she always knew there was something 
amiss with Blue, Red notices that Yellow is just as calm and collected 
as she is.

● Red declares a love of Blue: Red, Yellow, and Blue are walking 
through a park late at night when the group is jumped by two armed 
muggers. Red immediately protects Blue, and Yellow makes short 
work of the muggers without batting an eyelash.

●Red declares a dislike of Blue: Red sets up a hugely frightening 
practical joke to play on Blue. Yellow is also present; Blue is horribly 
frightened by the joke, Red laughs about it, and is surprised that 
Yellow wasn’t frightened as well.



 Once everyone has taken their fi rst turn, it goes back to the fi rst player. On 
subsequent rounds, players are not constrained into a pattern of alternating Oddity 
and Dysfunction; lines must stretch between Oddities and Dysfunctions only, but 
you can choose any of your previously-declared spaces to branch from.

 If you Cross a character that you’ve Crossed previously, you declare a change 
in relationship; your character’s current feelings toward the Crossed character can 
intensify, diminish, or change entirely. Be sure to come up with reasoning for the 
change in relationship which can be demonstrated within the scene itself.

Endgame
Or: it’s not me, it’s you

Once every Oddity and Dysfunction has been labeled with a specifi c trait, 
endgame begins. There are two different types of Endgame: Clean and Messy. In a 
Clean endgame, play continues in turns; every player chooses a character that has 
Crossed theirs, and declares a relationship with that character. In a Messy endgame, 
the same thing happens-- except that it happens in one big scene, instead of in 
turns. 

 If this is the end of the game for these characters, the relationships can be
declared in a way which resolves their stories. If the players wish to continue the 
story, the relationships can be resolved in dramatic, cliffhanger-esque ways; a new 
play arc could then continue on a fresh game board, while still using everything 
which had already been established.


